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ABSTRACT: Webpage recommendation plays an important role for understanding about the evolution of the events. But as the huge amount of webpages are generated over the internet day by day, it is difficult for user to understand or to get exact information about the event. This huge amount of webpages may contain uncertain data which may trouble the user while using internet. So In this paper, a method is proposed in which webpage recommendation can be done by constructing Semantic Pyramid. This semantic pyramid consisted of different levels i.e. Theme layer, Backbone layer and Tidbit layer. Here, the main idea is to consider web event as a system composed of different keywords and then by using Keyword Association Link network (KALN) web event representation is done. After that based on that KALN and by using TF for classification the semantic Pyramid is constructed. Thus the proper web link provided to the user. Once the recommendation is done the next step here is the prediction. This prediction of next link can be done when user makes request for various pages/links in his session by using CSB algorithm which works on frequent pattern matching from history of records.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, people are using the internet in a huge amount. And there is also the huge growth in the webpages over the internet. To get the information regarding any event like earthquake, floods, and many more occur in the society or any topic which will attract the broad attention on the web people are using internet. But as there could be huge number of web links (webpages) are present related to that Web event, it is difficult for the user to understand the event or any topic. As time passes, hundreds and thousands of web pages, blogs, and post are generated. This huge amount of information makes it impossible for user to understand the event by reading that number of pages and also its takes too much time. That huge number of webpages contain certain and uncertain information. So it is challenging task for the webmasters to remove the uncertain data and to provide the appropriate web page to the user. So this paper proposed a method for webpage Recommendation so that user can get exact links i.e. the link that gives exact information regarding any web event or any topic.

Webpage Recommendation plays an important role in web system. Huge amount of work has been done on webpage recommendation. It is the technique in which number of link are provided related to the particular topics. And that links contains huge amount of information so that user can understand the evolution of the web event or topics easily. As on the World Wide Web huge amount of data is generated day by day. Due to this if user enter any query then it will give huge number of pages relate to that query so it is difficult and time-consuming for user to read all this pages. Also some of this pages may contain uncertain data i.e. the data which is not as per the query. This may create little bit problem for the user. So here, this disadvantage has been overcome.
Rather than Webpage Recommendation, Prediction is also one of the most important aspect on web system. Prediction can be define as, as user searches number of queries in his session. So based on his history record which link he has to provide first that work can be called as prediction. With the help of that prediction link are provide to the user as per his interest. So in this project, the work on prediction has been also done.

Paper is organized as follows. Section II describes related work on Webpage Recommendations. The flow diagram represents the step for webpage Recommendation and prediction system in Section III. Section IV presents experimental results. Finally, Section V presents conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

S Thorsten Brants et al [1], have proposed a method in which, new event detection is done. This system is the extension of the TF-IDF model. Generation of source specific models, similarity score normalization based on document-specific averages, similarity score normalization based on source-pair specific averages, term reweighting based on inverse event frequencies, and segmentation of the documents are the extension included in this model. Thus the new event detection is used.

F. Can, S. Kocberber et al [2], proposed a method where TDT has been done. As huge amount of information on internet are growing day by day. Here user prefer to track the topics that they are interested in. For that two steps are proposed NED(New Event Detection) and TT(Topic Tracking).This method finds the first stories of previously unseen new events and all related stories on a certain topic. The aim of that TDT is to organize the temporal ordered stories of a news stream as per the events.

G. Kumaran and J. Allan [3], proposes a method in which for New event Detection they used text classification techniques and also they used named entities in a new way. The new multistage system is presented here for performing New Event Detection. This method is the extension of the baseline vector space system. And this extension is being more directive foe NED.

In the above three methods the main focus is the detection of topic. But the deep analysis of the topic is not given here.

A. Sun and M. Hu [4], proposes a method in which User’s queries ,news article and blogs posts are group together. i.e They integrates queries, news article and blog posts through the idea of query profile.

C. C. Yang et al [5]. proposes a method for Discovering event evolution graphs from news corpora. The event timestamp, event content similarity, temporal proximity, and document distributional proximity are used to model the event evolution relationships between events in an incident. For the exact browsing and extraction of the proper information, the event evolution graph is constructed. In these model there is only focus on the keywords, the association rules between the keywords are neglected.

X. Luo, Z. Xu [6], proposes a method where along with the keywords association rules of keywords are use for building the ALN of webpage. Here, for building association link network for semantic links on the web the discovery algorithm for associated resources is proposed. Then connection rich ALN is developed which is the effective tool for building the Association Link Network for Semantic Link on Web Resources.

Chao Wang *, Jie Lu, Guangquan Zhang in 2007 [7] proposed a method which points out the existence of key information in web pages and the significance of mining and using key information. It has also proposed KIM, a two-step method that can automatically mine key information from web pages. The method first extracts a list of candidate key information. It then uses an entropy evaluation to filter most of the noisy information in the list so that the key information can be discovered easily.

ThiThanh Sang Nguyen, Hai Yan Lu, and Jie Lu in 2014 [8] proposed the two new models for representation of domain knowledge of a website. The first model is ontology based which represents domain knowledge of the website. The second model is semantic network to represent domain terms, web-pages and relation among them. This study introduced the conceptual prediction model which integrates the domain knowledge and web usage knowledge, to support effective and better web-page recommendation. This paper provides better web-page recommendation by
combining domain and web-usage knowledge. But the problem is that Ontology is difficult to construct. So it would be better to incorporate more analysis of the contents of Web events. There are different work proposed for the webpage recommendation or event detection. But in our paper it can be done by Using KALN in which both the keywords and its association rule are considered and after that by deep understanding of the web event the semantic pyramid is constructed and based on that SP proper webpage is recommended to the user.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

General concept is given as follows. In figure 1. Proposed System Architecture overall concept of paper is given. The main stages of the project are as follows:
1] Webpage collection
2] Keyword Extraction
3] Association
4] Keyword Weight
5] Pyramid Generation
6] Prediction

Each of this modules is explained as follows:

A. Webpage Collection
Firstly, the huge no of links and information in that links are collected from different sources.

B. Keyword extraction
In the keyword extraction method the main aim is to get keywords which plays an important role in describing any web event. When user enter any query to search then related to that query different links are retrieved from the collected webpages also the content of the webpages are obtained. This content will be stored in file. After that the next step is to clear the unwanted data which can be done by using Pre-processing. Pre-processing technique like remove the stop word and then store the needed word in file. Thus the important keyword of the web event are obtained.

C. Association
For the association, there is one word dictionary (i.e. dataset related word). This dictionary is compared with the file that we get by the keyword extraction. Then the match word are saved in another file.

D. Keyword Weight
After getting the words.TF of each word is calculated and the link, word and count are stored into the database. Thus the KALN are constructed. KALN is the system which consists of the keywords and association relations between that keywords. This keyword set and the association relation set of keyword are extracted from the collected webpages.

E. Pyramid Generation
As KALN is generated after that the next step is to construct semantic pyramid by using that KALN. Here that pyramid is generated by using TF. The semantic pyramid consists of different level of semantic. That level are Theme layer, Tidbit layer, Backbone layer. The top most level is the Theme level. Middle level is the Backbone layer and the bottom layer is the Tidbit level.
- **Theme layer:**
The keywords came under this layer contains the keywords which have huge tf value. This layer is the core of the KALN. It explains what this KALN is talking about. It consists of more important keywords.
- **Backbone Layer:**
This is the second layer in semantic pyramid. And here keywords having tf in middle range are come under this category. It tells us about the main semantic of the web event.
- **Tidbit Layer:**
This tidbit layer consists of the keywords which contains the keywords having low tf value. Thus Semantic Pyramid (SP) is constructed which consists of Theme, Backbone and Tidbit layer. From this layer each layer having specific semantic level of KALN.

---

**Fig. 1. Semantic Pyramid**

**Fig. 2. Workflow diagram for web page Recommendation**
F. Priority of links
The priority of the link is done on the basis of the TF which was calculated above.

G. Prediction
Here the prediction can be done by using CSB algorithm. The unprocessed file have been read and data is cleaned thus pre-processed file of respective dataset is obtained. Then the next step is find the unique user and that unique user data respective data set is written to one file. After that the next step is to identify all user sessions that data in stored in one file which contain session with page id. After that all the session are group together as per user. Then based on that web access sequence is generated. Then using CSB the prediction of the link has been done. Thus the whole proposed system works. And Webpage recommendation can be done using KALN and Semantic Pyramid. After that prediction is also done.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure shows the result of webpage Recommendation and prediction system. Figure 3 is the Home page for the webpage recommendation Here user have to login his account. New user have to create there account first. In Figure 4 there is a page where user can enter any query according to his interest. After clicking on LINKRETRIVE button and PARAGRAPHRETRIVE button different links are retrieved and paragraph are retrieved related to that links. Then PREPROCESSALLDATA button is used for pre-processing the data due to which important keywords are obtained. TFIDF button is used for keyword weighting. And using Keyword Association Link Network and Tf the appropriate links are obtained. Thus appropriate links are obtained as shown in fig 5. Then fig 6 shows the prediction of links as per user’s historic session. Here

Fig 3: Webpage Recommendation Home Page
Fig 4: Run Application

Webpage Recommendations. Here user have to login his account. New user have to create there account first. In Figure 4 there is a page where user can enter any query according to his interest. Then different links and information in that links are retrieved. All that information is pre-processed. And using Keyword Association Link Network and Tf the appropriate links are obtained as shown in fig 5.

Fig 5: Appropriate Links Recommendations with the keywords as per its importance
In fig 6 Session ID block contains different user’s session ID. When one of the session id is selected it will provides different his different session. Then by clicking on one of that session it is providing the different links which may user browses in past. Thus prediction of different links are done.

Mathematical Explanation for TF.
E.g: Term frequency

Suppose we have a set of English text documents and wish to determine which document is most relevant to the query "the brown cow". A simple way to start out is by eliminating documents that do not contain all three words “the”, "brown", and "cow", but this still leaves many documents. To further distinguish them, we might count the number of times each term occurs in each document; the number of times a term occurs in a document is called its term frequency.

In the case of the term frequency $tf(t,d)$, the simplest choice is to use the raw count of a term in a document, i.e. the number of times that term $t$ occurs in document $d$. If we denote the raw count by $f_{t,d}$, then the simplest tf scheme is $tf(t,d) = f_{t,d}$. Other possibilities include

- Term frequency adjusted for document length : $f_{t,d} / \text{(number of words in d)}$
- eg. The food is good and service also good but parking is bad.

Table: Term frequency example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
also
good
but
parking
is
Bad

Step2)
Remove the stop word
Food
goodservice
good
parking
bad

Step3)
Count the repeated count of each word in document
Food- 1
Good- 2
Service -1
Parking- 1

V. CONCLUSION

This paper aims to provide appropriate webpage to the user by using Keyword Association Link Network (KLAN) and Semantic Pyramid. Semantic pyramid consists of different layer are used for the recommendation of the links. And then based on the history of the user the prediction of the can be done. Thus different level of information is provided to people with different requirements.
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